
Cardinal Creations Quilting Terms 

 

We cannot promise perfection, we are human.  Sometimes things may not turn out 

the way you have pictured in your mind.  You are entrusting us to use our judgment, 

and trusting us that we will do the best we can.  If your quilt turns out anything 

but perfect, we will try our hardest to make it right, but cannot be held 

responsible for misunderstandings of what you had in mind and what we actually 

provided.  Mistakes can happen (a needle snagged once and caught the fabric 

making a minor tear, also sometimes the quilt isn’t square or the boarders don’t lay 
flat and we are forced to deal with the minor ruffle at the bottom of the quilt as 

we finish it).  When you send your quilt to us, you acknowledge that this is the 

case, things don’t always turn out perfect, and things may not come back the way 
you intended. 

 

 

 

 

 

___________________________________  _______________ 

Signature        Date 



Drop Off Date: ____________________________

Is there a date which you absolutely must have this quilt by?  __________________________

Name: __________________________________________________

Address: City:__________ State: _____Zip:________   

Phone: __________________________________ Email:

** Our minimum quilting charge is $35

*** Thread prices included in quilting 

Edge to Edge Quilting Prices  (based on a 4" pattern)

________(0.010 cents per sq/in) - Simple Pattern:  

________(0.012 cents per sq/in) - Basic Pattern:   

________(0.015 cents per sq/in)- Advanced Pattern:  

*if your design is under 4" tall then you will advance to the next price point.  

If you are already at the advanced price point you will then be charged 0.020 cents per sq/in

Thread Color: _________________________

________X_______=_______ Total Sq/In

Batting: Request Select Request Select Backing:

Craft 46X36 7.60$       8.99$             6.50$      6.50$       _______Provided

Crib 60X46 9.99$       10.99$          8.50$      8.99$       _______White Muslin - 108"  ($10.30 yd)

Throw 60X60 11.99$     12.00$          8.99$      9.99$       _______Natural Muslin - 108" ($10.00 yd)

Twin 93X72 18.99$     21.99$          13.99$    15.99$     

Double 96X93 22.00$     25.99$          17.99$    19.99$     

Queen 108X93 27.99$     32.00$          19.99$    21.99$     

King 122X122 37.99$     47.00$          25.99$    28.99$     

Miscellaneous:

_______  Attach Binding .06 per inch Front_____ Back _____

_______ Iron before quilting

Estimate $: _____________________

Quilt Preparation:

*When sending batting and backing, please LEAVE AT LEAST 4 INCHES ON ALL SIDES.

*Mark top of quilt and backing with a safety pin or piece of masking tape if it matters which end goes up.

*Press seams and trim threads.  Do not pin or baste the layers, or attach the binding ahead of time.

*If backing is seamed, and you have a preference, let us know where you want the seam to fall.
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